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Foreword 
 

Partnerships are the key to ending fuel poverty.  

Through partnerships we can hone our skills and experience, 

share ideas and reach the unreachable. By working together 

and pooling resources, we can truly connect to vulnerable 

communities, offering tailored, relevant and integrated  

solutions that go way beyond domestic energy efficiency. 

That’s why during the 2016-17 financial year, YES Energy  

Solutions prioritised developing collaborative partnerships  

that achieved results worth shouting about, making a real 

difference to the lives of people up and down the country. 

In fact over the past year we’ve worked with nine different 

local authorities, including two new council partners who 

share our drive and enthusiasm to deliver affordable warmth. 

We’ve instigated and developed innovative schemes which 

not only provided thermal comfort, but directly improved the 

health and wellbeing of residents.  
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And we’ve collaborated with a broad range of: energy companies, gas network operators, manufacturers,  

merchants, third sector organisations and SME installers to facilitate thousands of energy saving  

installations. 

As the new Chair of YES Energy Solutions I’m particularly focussed on building on the success of previous 

years. And having recently appointed Duncan McCombie as the company’s new Chief Executive, we now 

have an exciting opportunity to broaden our core services and add value through our extensive, effective 

and efficient partnerships. 

With a significant need and limited major funding schemes, such as the Energy Company Obligation, we 

are now thinking more creatively about how we tackle and fund domestic energy efficiency within our  

communities. Organisations in both the public and private sector need to work together to offer blended 

finance that get projects off the ground and provide the right support to the most needy. 

I’m proud to say that YES Energy Solutions has already made significant headway in this area. I hope the 

examples throughout this report illustrate to you just how our collaborative ethos has helped people not 

only keep warm and save energy - but thrive. 

 

 

 

Kenneth Wood 

Chair of YES Energy Solutions 

 
T: 01422 880100 
www.yesenergysolutions.co.uk 

http://www.yesenergysolutions.co.uk
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Part 1 - General description of the company’s activity and impact  
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Company Background 
YES Energy Solutions is a proactive Community Interest Company, 

specialising in energy efficiency interventions. With no shareholders 

to satisfy, we invest our profits into actions that advance our social 

mission: to reduce CO2 and alleviate fuel poverty. 

Initiated in 2000 by Kirklees Council to manage a series of award 

winning energy saving initiatives, our public sector roots facilitated 

links to other influential local authorities. In 2009 we became an 

independent Community Interest Company. And we are keeping up 

to date, adopting the latest CIC regulator precedent Articles and 

Memorandum this year. 

Since our inception we have spread our wings, fulfilling a multitude 

of carbon reduction and domestic energy efficiency programmes 

across the length and breadth of Great Britain, making a positive 

difference to thousands of householders. 

Our partnerships with councils, energy companies and installers 

have improved whole communities whist helping residents to  

reduce their fuel bills, capitalise on the latest funding opportunities 

and keep warm for less. 

Our Values 
Our strong company values ensures that we offer a consistent and quality service to all of our customers 

and partners. Our work centres of the ‘three Gs’: 

GREEN 
Consider the environment in everything we 

do, think sustainably and act sustainably. 

GRACIOUS  

Treat everyone the way we would want to be 

treated. 

GREAT  

Act with honesty and integrity and put the 

customer first. 



This Year’s Achievements 
2016-17 has been a busy year.  

We’ve developed a range of new partnerships, delivered effective energy saving schemes and won 

awards on the way. 
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54,546,542 Lifetime Fuel Bill Savings (£s) 

40,088   Lifetime Tonnes of CO2 Saved 

4,746   Energy Saving Installations Completed 

3,423   Homes Improved 

1,409   Assisted Gas Connections Validated 

53    SME Installers Funded 

13    Area Based Schemes Delivered 

11    ECO Funding Contracts Secured 

5    Industry Awards Won 

1    New Chief Executive Appointed 

This year, thousands of homes have been improved 

through our pioneering projects, helping vulnerable 

residents reduce their fuel bills and rise out of fuel 

poverty.  

Our schemes have transformed the look and feel of 

whole communities whist educating householders on 

the best tools, tips and technologies to reduce their 

fuel consumption.  

We’ve also helped boost the green economy by 

funding 53 SME installer organisations, helping them  

develop and grow their businesses.  

Testimonial 

‘YES Energy Solutions are a proactive organisation with a passion for fighting fuel poverty. Having worked 

with them on a range of Technical Innovation Fund projects, we have been impressed by their passion and 

enthusiasm which has helped make their schemes a success and has helped transform a series of hard-to-

reach, disadvantaged communities.’ 

David Lynch 

Project Development Manager, NEA 
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The New Boss 

Duncan McCombie became Chief Executive of YES Energy Solutions in 

November 2016. 

With extensive experience in the utility and energy efficiency sector, 

Duncan was the ideal appointment to help the company grow and 

meet its ambitious future goals. 

Duncan took the reins from Andrew Herbert, who after nearly three 

years at the helm, had decided to move on to his next challenge. 

As a passionate professional, Duncan has already brought innovation, 

as well as new and exciting business opportunities to diversify the 

company’s core services. He was delighted to accept his new role: 

Award Winners 
This year YES Energy Solutions has won not one, but five industry awards! 

Our work was praised at three prestigious events, including the sector’s 

largest ceremony - the National Energy Efficiency & Retrofit Awards. 

YES Energy Solutions was named top ‘Fuel Poverty Campaigner of the 

Year’ having wowed the judges with a range of innovative projects. We 

also came runners up in the ‘Funding Provider of the Year’ and ‘Project  

Management Company of the Year’ categories. 

The awards were presented by popular TV actress, Joanna Lumley OBE in 

front of 500 delegates at the Hilton Metropole Hotel in Birmingham. 

And our winning streak didn’t stop there… 

At the Worcester Bosch E2020 awards we took home ‘Best Collaboration’ 

for our ‘Heat Pumps for Park Homes’ initiative with Basingstoke and 

Deane Borough Council and installers Paynes Heating and Plumbing. 

In September 2016, our Domestic Sales Manager, Ian Calvert was  

presented a Heat Hero award at the Houses of Parliament as part of an  

annual ceremony run by the national fuel poverty charity, NEA. Ian was 

selected from a pool of over 60 entries having shown tremendous  

dedication to helping vulnerable residents save energy and money. 

Find out more about our awards 

‘What attracted me to YES Energy Solutions was the company’s strong social purpose. Not only does the 

company help people save energy, but truly helps people improve their quality of life. It was an obvious 

choice for me. Who would not want to lead such an essential business with such a worthwhile mission? 

I’m excited to front the next chapter in this company’s development, working with a great team and  

supported by an experienced Board.’ 

Before joining YES Energy Solutions, Duncan was Director of Operations at the Energy Saving Trust  

in Wales and Ireland, where he led the organisation to a sustainable, commercial future following a  

significant reduction in Government funding.   

http://www.yesenergysolutions.co.uk/awards.html
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On Form for Funding 
Ever since the launch of the Energy Company 

Obligations (ECO) programme, we have worked 

in partnership with major utilities to help them 

achieve their energy saving targets.  

Through ECO contracts, we support a national 

network of SME installers who don’t have the 

time, infrastructure, cash flow or resource to 

access funding directly.  

 

 

 

ECO is a Government programme which  

requires energy companies with more than 

200,000 customers to fund domestic energy 

saving measures. Mainly focussed on helping 

more vulnerable residents, the funding is used 

to support insulation and heating upgrades in 

thousands of fuel poor properties throughout 

Great Britain.  

2016-17 Funded Activity 

This year YES Energy Solutions had 11 contracts in place with four major energy companies which enabled 

us to broaden our reach and support even more householders. 

We funded 53 SME installer partners to implement thousands of heating and insulation measures 

throughout the country. 

Our expertise in ECO delivery was praised at the National Energy Efficiency & Retrofit Awards where we 

came 2nd place for ‘Funding Provider of the Year.’  

3,423 homes were improved through 

4,746 installations 

2,039 insulation and 2,707 heating 

measures were implemented  

40,088 tonnes of CO2 was saved - that’s 

more than the combined weight of 

3,000 double decker busses 

£54,546,542 in lifetime fuel bill savings 

were achieved 

Testimonial 

‘Since we on-boarded with YES Energy Solutions our company has grown and 

we have had the opportunity to create jobs for local people. We have now 

worked solely with YES Energy Solutions for the past two years and we hope 

that we can continue our journey with them in the future. I cannot sing their 

praises enough as the business is full of good honest genuine business people 

and the support is on tap.’ 

Dave Jennings  

Managing Director, West Yorkshire Gas Solutions 

Through our ECO delivery: 
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Innovative Approaches 
YES Energy Solutions is always looking for inventive ideas to help people save energy and money. This 

year we’ve rolled out a number of pioneering schemes using different technologies and approaches. 

Technical Innovation Fund 

During 2016-17, YES Energy Solutions completed a 

range of projects funded via the Technical Innovation 

Fund. Residents at risk of fuel poverty were provided 

innovative energy efficient solutions that are not 

commonly used within standard retrofit projects. 

By its nature, the Technical Innovation Fund trials and 

monitors new and original energy saving technology. 

Administered by the national fuel poverty charity 

NEA, the fund has helped produce a broad range of 

case studies that could be used to influence energy 

policy in the future.  

YES Energy Solutions was successful in procuring 

funding to support three effective schemes: 

North Lincolnshire Park Home Insulation 

Park Homes are some of the least energy efficient properties in the country due to their thin walls and old 

fashioned heating systems. They also haven’t benefited from grant aid support, unlike more traditional 

housing stock.  

To help the most vulnerable residents, YES Energy Solutions teamed up with North Lincolnshire Council  

to implement a targeted Park Home insulation programme. Over 60 Park Homes were externally clad, 

trapping heat and improving thermal values. Some of the older properties also had their floors insulated. 

The project was so well received that the council is now working with YES Energy Solutions to roll out a 

second phase of installations funded by a blend of financial support. 

Watch our Park Home Insulation video 

Basingstoke Heat Pumps for Park Homes 

In partnership with Basingstoke and Deane Borough Council, 

we helped 30 residents living in Park Homes, off the mains 

gas network, embrace the benefits of renewable heating.  

Having relied on expensive LPG or electric heating for years, 

these residents are now enjoying lower energy bills through 

renewable air to air heat pump technology. 

Initial reactions from the residents has proven that there is 

appetite for heat pumps in Park Homes.  

The success of the scheme was commended at the 2016 

Worcester Bosch E2020 awards, winning ‘Best Collaboration.’  

 

http://www.yesenergysolutions.co.uk/park-home-insulation.html
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Lincolnshire Hybrid Heat Pumps 

To complement our work in serving off gas communities, an innovative hybrid heat pump scheme was 

established in partnership with Lincolnshire Rural Housing Association.  

Ten houses and bungalows were fitted with a new heat pump technology that works in conjunction with 

existing fossil fuel powered heating. 

Hybrid heat pumps are designed to operate to their maximum efficiency then switch over to the  

secondary heating source when the outside temperature drops below freezing.  

The project will be used to trial the integration of renewable energy with more traditional heating  

systems to see how much carbon and money residents can save. Many of the heat pumps are being  

monitored by NEA who will then publish their findings in 2018. 

Solar Drones 

Is it a bird? Is it a plane?...No, it’s a drone and it’s filming solar panels!!? 

It’s not every day you see a miniature camera shaped like a UFO flying 

above museums, sport centres and care homes. But this is fast becoming 

a cost effective solution for solar PV maintenance inspections. 

Jonathan Malory of Sky Filming explained: 

‘We always get a funny reaction when filming in towns and cities. People always do a double take when 

they spot the drone in the sky. They must think the aliens have landed! Drones are a great tool to use to 

film things like solar PV systems. It keeps costs down and you get a great bird’s eye view. Our clients can 

then inspect the videos and see if there is anything that needs rectifying.’ 

Five drone surveys took place across Leeds at Harry Booth House, John Charles Leisure Centre, John 

Smeaton Leisure Centre, Leeds Discovery Museum and Wetherby Leisure Centre. 

During March, we commissioned aerial video specialists, Sky Filming to capture footage as part of our 

maintenance agreement of a number of solar PV systems we installed on behalf of Leeds City Council  

Erecting scaffolding or using a crane to inspect each system would have been costly and a logistical  

nightmare. Whereas drones just need a clear day and somewhere to launch. 
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Doncaster Central Heating Scheme 

Our pioneering central heating project with Doncaster 

Metropolitan Council concluded in March 2017.  

The 18 month programme has helped over 200  

vulnerable residents, many of whom have cold related 

illnesses, improve their health and wellbeing through 

central heating upgrades. 

The project used three funding channels to offer first 

time central heating and boiler upgrades to eligible 

residents. 

Doncaster Council secured funding through the  

Government’s Central Heating Fund, a programme  

designed to help Local Authorities channel support 

within off gas communities.  

Additional funding was introduced via the NHS’  

Clinical Commissioning Group to establish a Boilers on  

Prescription programme whereby residents with  

respiratory illnesses are referred, via health  

professionals, for heating improvements.  

YES Energy Solutions also injected ECO and our own 

funding into the mix. 

Testimonials 

‘The gas central heating is far superior to what we had before. The house 

is a lot warmer now. It’s helping our health too. I’m not having to do 

things like carry coal in and there is no dust to clean away. It’s made our 

life better. She’s been in and out of hospital recently since having a heart 

bypass and I’ve had a COPD problem. So to get shut of the coal was one 

of the best things going.’ 

Joe and Yvonne Thwaites 

Gas central heating installation (from coal-fired back boiler)  

 

‘Before, I was using electric like it was going out of fashion. I had plug in  

heaters turned on all the time. I was using £30-40 a week just on electric. 

I was sat in my house with coats on. In bed, I’d have five or six blankets 

on including the duvet. It was freezing. I was also really poorly before the 

heating was put in. I’m asthmatic and couldn’t get rid of colds. It’s been 

heaven having central heating. It’s made such a big difference. I’ve felt a 

lot better and my electric has certainly reduced down.’ 

Susan Cowhen 

Gas central heating installation (from solid fuel back boiler) 

218 heating installations  

implemented 
 

 
 

61 homes connected to gas 
 

 

 

£990,317 estimated in fuel 

bill savings* 

*Based on average BRE deemed scoring 

methodology 
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Carbon Crunching Projects 

This year we have created new relationships and rekindled old partnerships. This has resulted in the  

development of a number of effective energy saving schemes, helping residents save money and cut their 

carbon footprints.    

Insulating Redditch 

Our latest partnership has helped reduce fuel poverty in  

Redditch, Worcestershire. 

In June 2016, YES Energy Solutions teamed up with Redditch 

Borough Council to deliver a targeted retrofit initiative,  

designed to regenerate some of the hardest to treat homes 

in the borough. 

Over 100 council houses with solid wall construction and 

poor energy efficiency ratings were selected for external  

insulation improvements. 

YES Energy Solutions brought in match funding via the ECO programme to support the Council’s  

investment and selected a Redditch based contractor to do the work, boosting the local economy. The 

scheme has helped transform a historically deprived area, helping residents keep warm and improve their 

thermal comfort. Find out more about the Redditch EWI scheme 

 
Testimonial 

‘I think this scheme is a good idea and a good  

investment for the council, especially for the elderly. 

The council houses look a lot better than they did 

before. My house feels warmer and I’ve also noticed 

a reduction in my fuel bills. It’s been good for the 

whole area.’ 

Mr Cauphell  

Redditch scheme participant 

125 homes regenerated  

1,196 tonnes of carbon saved  

Phase 2 to roll out in 2017/18

  

Back in Wakefield 

Its been a great year to reignite old partnerships. We were delighted to reconnect to Wakefield  

Metropolitan Council and help them drive funding solutions for domestic insulation. 

This year we embarked on a six month project to help vulnerable residents access grant aid support for 

cavity wall and loft insulation upgrades. We used our ECO funding facilities to drive down installation costs 

whilst connecting householders to trusted, local installers through our contracting network. 

YES Energy Solutions was also awarded the Wakefield Affordable Warmth Charter Mark for demonstrating 

our commitment to reducing fuel poverty across the area. We are now working with a group of affordable 

warmth professionals to pool knowledge and develop solutions for positive interventions. 

Find out more about the Wakefield Insulation Scheme 

http://www.yesenergysolutions.co.uk/redditch-external-wall-insulation-scheme.html
http://www.yesenergysolutions.co.uk/wakefield-cavity-loft-insulation-campaign.html


 

 

 

 

 

Ryedale Energy Saver 

The latest statistics show that around 16% of all homes  

in Ryedale are in fuel poverty, making it one of the worst  

affected areas in the Yorkshire and Humber region. 

Ryedale District Council is committed to counteract this trend  

by helping the most vulnerable residents take back control of 

their energy bills. 

In January 2017, YES Energy Solutions was appointed as the 

council’s new delivery partner. We are now working across the 

district to deliver the Ryedale Energy Saver Scheme. 
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A combination of council grants and loans, mixed with YES  

Energy Solutions’ ECO funding facilities, has been made  

available to eligible householders. The funding can be used  

to cover many home improvements, from boiler upgrades to 

room in roof insulation.  

YES Energy Solutions was also appointed to help set out 

Ryedale District Council’s future commitments under the 

Home Energy Conservation Act. A series of future goals have 

been prioritised to reduce CO2 and improve living standards 

across the district. 

Find out more about the Ryedale Energy Saver Scheme 

 

EWI in Lincolnshire 

This year YES Energy Solutions strengthened core partnerships 

in the Lincolnshire area by helping two proactive councils  

fight fuel poverty in their districts. 

Having delivered effective schemes in the past, we are now 

rolling out wider external wall insulation programmes in  

partnership with both South Kesteven District Council and 

North Lincolnshire Council. 

The schemes are designed to improve the energy efficiency of 

properties of a non-traditional construction. Solid brick and 

system built houses tend to leak heat through their walls,  

leaving the residents countering the cold by turning up their 

heating, wasting both energy and money. 

A series of council properties were renovated with external wall insulation in the South Kesteven area, 

helping to drive down energy bills whist improving the appearance of whole neighbourhoods.  

Our project in North Lincolnshire launched in February 2017 targeting domestic properties in Scunthorpe. 

Technical surveys have since been carried out with the first installations planned for the summer of 2017. 

Find out more: South Kestevens EWI Scheme -  North Lincs EWI scheme  

‘We are excited to launch the 

Ryedale Energy Saver Scheme and 

put a robust plan in place to reduce 

fuel poverty in the area. YES Energy 

Solutions have a lot of experience in 

delivering effective energy efficiency 

schemes and we are confident that 

through working together, house-

holders will be able to access the 

support they require - be it funding 

for energy efficient upgrades or  

energy saving advice.’ 

Kim Robertshaw 

Ryedale District Council 

http://www.ryedale.gov.uk/attachments/article/504/HECA_Report_2017.pdf
http://www.yesenergysolutions.co.uk/ryedale-energy-saver.html
http://www.yesenergysolutions.co.uk/south-kesteven-insulation-scheme.html
http://www.yesenergysolutions.co.uk/scunthorpe-external-wall-insulation-scheme.html


 

 

 

 

 

Rowner Regeneration Project 

Dubbed by locals as the ‘concrete jungle,’ the 

Rowner estate in Gosport (Hampshire) is renowned 

for its medium rise tower blocks. Unfortunately the 

area has suffered over the years with many of the 

buildings falling into disrepair. 

To give the area a new lease of life, YES Energy  

Solutions joined a consortium of partners to fund 

an area wide regeneration programme. We worked 

closely with Gosport Borough Council, OVO Energy, 

Wall Coatings Ltd and two housing management 

firms to roll out the extensive scheme. 
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14 blocks of flats and maisonettes consisting of 235 households were given insulation makeovers, helping 

hundreds of people keep warm for less. 

The partnership has been so successful that plans are being developed to help the residents further  

reduce their bills by connecting the flats to the mains gas network.  

Find out more about the Rowner Regeneration Project 

 

‘The buildings look so much better. It looks so much cleaner and 

tidier now from the outside. I live in an end terrace and the two 

rooms at the far side of the house used to get so cold, but I’ve 

now noticed a distinct difference since the work was carried out. 

It’s a lot warmer now.’  

 

Evelyn Finn  

Rowner Scheme Participant 

  

 

http://www.yesenergysolutions.co.uk/gosport-ewi-scheme.html


 

 

 

 

 

Extending the Network  
An additional contributing factor to fuel poverty is a lack 

of access to a gas network connection.   

In ‘off gas communities’ residents on lower incomes tend 

to rely on more expensive fuel sources, such as electricity, 

LPG or solid fuel. A greater proportion of their income  

is going on their energy bills compared to their ‘on gas’ 

counterparts. 

Committed to promoting affordable warmth, YES Energy 

Solutions has continued to help vulnerable householders 

connect to gas and take advantage of all the available 

funding opportunities. 
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Working with SGN 

Our partnership with SGN has gone from strength to strength as we continue to support their Help to 

Heat programme. During 2016-17 we assisted over 1,400 householders in getting the help they need to  

connect their homes to the mains gas network. 

The validation service we provide has helped SGN channel support to residents that need it the most,  

enabling vulnerable householders across Scotland and southern England access a more cost effective  

domestic fuel via this Government-backed connections scheme. 

We have also started to model major gas connection projects across Hampshire with SGN and our local 

authority partners, targeting key areas most in need of investment. We hope to offer affordable heating 

solutions to residents in these areas and energy efficiency advice over the coming year. 

 

Working with EST 

YES Energy Solutions has continued to work in partnership 

with Energy Saving Trust (EST), by providing an effective 

signposting and advice service to enable householders to 

connect to the relevant Gas Network Operator for their 

area.  

Under the Fuel Poverty Network Extension Scheme, all 

major Gas Network Operators are required to supply gas 

connection grants for vulnerable residents with a focus on 

reducing fuel poverty. The trouble is many residents are 

unaware of which Operator covers their property and 

what the eligibility criteria is. 

EST get inundated with requests for gas connection grants from householders across Great Britain. By 

setting up a referral channel with YES Energy Solutions, our energy advisors now offer individual support 

by signposting residents to relevant schemes. 

During the year 695 householders were referred through the scheme of which 247 were recommended 

for gas connection grants with their relevant suppliers. 



 

 

 

 

 

Charitable Activity 
This year YES Energy Solutions have supported a series of charitable events, helping raise money for  

valuable causes - just because it’s the right thing to do! 
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Penguin Run 

Ready, steady…waddle! 

In August 2016, six staff members completed the 

Sheffield Big Fun Run dressed as the company mascot 

- Percy the Penguin. 

Our team of athletic sea birds ran the 5K challenge in 

less than 35 minutes, beating Spiderman and a group 

of Pixies, whist raising over £500 for the international 

charity - Renewable World. 

The penguin run has helped raise awareness of  

renewable energy and what benefit it can bring to 

remote communities in developing nations. The  

money the team raised will be used to help poor and 

vulnerable people in remote areas of Africa access 

clean, green sustainable power. 

Staff took part in two culinary challenges over the 

year which supported MacMillan Cancer Research and 

the Warm Homes Campaign run by the fuel poverty 

charity NEA. 

Prizes were given to the best cakes and over £350 was 

raised for the two causes.  

Funding Executive, Rosie Young, who organised the 

bake off events, was delighted with the team’s efforts: 

"Everyone loves cake! So what better way to raise 

money for charity than to share a nice cup of tea and 

a Victoria sponge with colleagues. Its great to have  

contributed to two really important campaigns.” 

Bake Off 

Inspired by the popular TV show ‘The Great British Bake Off,’ YES Energy Solutions took to the kitchen to 

make and sell mouth-watering cakes and pastries in a pledge to raise money for charity. 
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Science4Society Week 

In March 2017 YES Energy Solutions sponsored a national  

competition to encourage school children to explore the  

benefits of energy efficiency. 

Schools across the nation entered a contest to design an  

Eco-Home Explainer poster as part of Science4Society  

Week.  

Creativity was put to the test as many children entered  

colourful and compelling designs, exploring domestic  

insulation, heating and renewable energy technology.  

The lucky winner was 12 year old Rachel Walsh from  

Margaret Beaufort School in Bedford. 

Science4Society Week is an annual event aimed at young people. It is coordinated by Scientists for Global 

Responsibility (SGR), a leading membership organisation made up of scientists, IT professionals and  

engineers.  

Help & Advice 
As energy efficiency experts, we are always keen to share our experiences and highlight best practise. 

Throughout the year we attended and spoke at numerous industry events, meetings and seminars. This 

helped us connect with key contacts, share ideas and explore the latest policy changes. 

To ensure that we keep up to date with developments within our sector, we have continued to attend the 

All Party Parliamentary Fuel Poverty & Energy Efficiency Group. This gathering of MPs, energy companies 

and industry stakeholders helps us identify new opportunities to save energy and alleviate fuel poverty.  

Our NEA membership also helps us to connect with a broader audience, keeping us at the forefront of the 

industry and giving us a platform to promote the success of our schemes and partnerships. 

15 
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Our Partners 
YES Energy Solutions has collaborated with a wide variety of organisations from the public, private and 

voluntary sectors to reduce CO2 and alleviate fuel poverty. 

This has included partnering with influential local authorities and housing associations, working with  

major energy companies and gas network operators and developing a national network of SME installers. 

We communicate with our partners through many methods, via phone, email, web, social media and face 

to face meetings. We also send all of our stakeholders regular company updates and relevant news  

relating to changes in the energy efficiency industry. 

Here is a list of the organisations that we have worked in partnership with during 2016/17: 

Local Authorities  
Basingstoke & Deane Borough Council  

Doncaster Metropolitan Borough Council  

Kirklees Metropolitan Council 

Leeds City Council  

North Lincolnshire Council 

Redditch Borough Council 

Ryedale District Council  

South Kesteven District Council 

Wakefield Metropolitan Council 
 

 

Housing Associations  
Lincolnshire Rural Housing Association 
 

 

Other Partner Organisations 

All Party Parliamentary Fuel Poverty & Energy 

Efficiency Group 

Association of Public Service Excellence  

Department for Business, Energy & Industrial 

Strategy 

Department for Work and Pensions  

Easy Green Deal  

Energy Saving Trust  

ENIA  

Green Deal Oversight and Registration Body  

Microgeneration Certification Scheme (MCS)  

National Energy Action (NEA)  

Ofgem 
 

 

Commercial Partners 

2 Red Ltd 

Aran Services Ltd 

Aura Gas Ltd 

B-ECO-Smart Ltd 

Broadoak Properties Ltd 

C12 Ltd 

Comcat Ltd 

Cooks Energy 

Dongard Heating & Plumbing Services Ltd 

E.ON 

Eclipse Renewable Energy Ltd 

ECO Efficient 

ECO Living Green Ltd 

Ecosy Homes Ltd 

Green Deal Centre Ltd 

Greenvision Energy Ltd 

Green Deal First 

Happy Boilers 

Han Green Solutions Ltd 

Intelligent Global Power ltd 

Interglow Contracts Ltd 

JUB 

Keep Sheffield Warm 

Keep Warm Installations 

Kelvik Ltd 

Matwest (GDI) Ltd 

Mitsubishi Electric 

Nationwide ECO Heating Services 

Nextgen Energy Solutions 

NGIA (NW) Ltd 

NM Energy Ltd 

Northern Gas Networks 

Npower 

Origin Uk Energy Services Ltd 

OVO Energy 

Paynes Heating & Plumbing 

Phenonix Gas Services Ltd 

Pink Innovations Ltd 

R A Power 

Real Time Install Ltd 

Rheinegold Contracts Ltd 

Riding Gas Services 

S R Heating & Electric 

SFP Contracts Ltd 

SGN 

Shemf Ltd 

Shropshire Gas Ltd 

Skylava Solutions Ltd 

Part 2 - Consultation with stakeholders 

Slate Insulations Ltd 

Solar People Ltd 

SPS Envirowall 

SSE 

Stroma Certification 

The Green Deal Factory Ltd 

The Insulation Group 

Think Energy 

Thompson's Gas & Heating Services 

Thrift Energy Ltd 

Tusk Energy Contracts Ltd 

UK EPC Network 

UK Green Deal Installers 

Wall Coatings Ltd 

Warmaway UK Ltd 

Websters Insulation Ltd 

West Yorkshire Gas Solutions 

Worcester Bosch Group 

Yorkshire Gas and Electrical Limited 

 



 

 

 

 

 

Part 3 - Directors’ remuneration 
 

 

This information is disclosed in the detailed profit and loss account. There were no other transactions or  

arrangements in connection with the remuneration of directors, or compensation for director’s loss of 

office, which require to be disclosed. 

 

 
Part 4 - Transfers of assets other than for full consideration  
 
 

None 
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